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SHERIFF HUTTON CASTLE, YORK. NORTH YORKSHIRE 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL WATCHING BRIEF 

1 SUMMARY 

1.1 An archaeological watching brief was carried out dunng the excavation of two 
holes for gateposts and a foundation trench for a house extension at Castle Farm, 
Shenff Hutton, North Yorkshire on behalf of the owner, Dr R Howarth. The 
adjacent Shenff Hutton Castle is scheduled as an ancient monument (SAM 
monument no. NY26) and the farm lies within the scheduled area;-a watching brief 
was required to fulfil the conditions of scheduled monument consent. 

1.2 For recording purposes, the site was sub-divided into 3 areas, defined by the 
discrete areas of excavation. Two of the areas were hand-excavated by an 
archaeologist whilst the third was subject to regular monitoring. The limited extent 
of the excavations restricted the potential for detailed archaeological recording; a 
total of 14 contexts, comprising 12 deposits, one cut feature and one fill were 
recorded within the areas of excavation. 

1 3 No deposits or features of major archaeological significance were recognised, 
although a possible artificial surface was observed in Area 1. 

2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 In May 1996 Barton Howe Warren Blackiedge (BHWB) were commissioned by Dr 
R Howarth to undertake an archaeological watching brief during the excavation of 
two holes for gateposts and a foundation trench for a house extension at Castle 
Farm, Sheriff Hutton, North Yorkshire (NGR SE653663 - see figure 1). The 
watching brief was required as a condition of scheduled monument consent, so 
that any archaeological features or deposits uncovered by the works could be 
recorded. 

2.2 The watching brief was undertaken on the 1 5 May 1996. Two holes for gateposts 
(Areas 1 and 2), located on either side of the concreted road leading to the farm 
from Mam Street (see figure 1), were hand-excavated by the archaeologist; both 
were 0 45m square and 0.70m deep. A U-shaped foundation trench (Area 3), 
0.60m wide and covering an area of 6.40m by 4.70m, was hand-excavated on the 
east side of the farmhouse; it varied between 0 40m and 0 60m in depth and was 
monitored at regular intervals (see figure 1) A 1.50m long section of the north 
side of the trench adjacent to the house was extended to 1 OOm in depth on the 
16 May 1996 This was not monitored as it was clear that any significant remains 
in this area had already been disturbed by the construction of a dram 

3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 For archaeological recording purposes, the site was sub-divided into three areas, 
defined by the discrete areas of excavation (see figure 1). Each deposit, fill or cut 
feature was given a unique three-figure context number beginning with the area 
number (le contexts from Area 1 are numbered 101 -105, contexts from Area 2 are 
numbered 201-202, and so on) All contexts were described on individual context 
sheets A general black and white photographic record was made of the site. 
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3.2 The drawn record comprised two site plans at a scale of 1:50 and four measured 
sections at a scale of 1 20. 

3.3 No artefacts which merited collection were recognised m any of the three 
excavation areas. 

4 ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

4.1 The site lies to the east of Sheriff Hutton Castle, in the village of Shenff Hutton, 
North Yorkshire. The village is located on a prominent east-west ridge, which 
defines the northern edge of a lowland plain east of the main Vale of York. 

4.2 Sheriff Hutton Castle was built in the late Mth century for Lord John de Nevill of 
Raby, who received his licence to crenellate in 1382. It appears that the castle 
replaced a Norman motte and bailey located to the east of the present structure, 
to the south of the parish church. 

4 3 The castle was built of locally quarried mudstone rubble with sandstone dressings, 
to a quadrangular plan, with four rectangular corner towers linked by curtain walls, 
the north, west and south of which were probably utilised in providing side ranges. 
The four curtain walls or ranges created an inner court which was entered from the 
east. The tower shares many features with Bolton Castle in Wensleydale, which 
dates to a similar time. 

4.4 There is documentary evidence for the castle for many of the ensuing centuries. 
It was an important base for the Council of the North in the late 15th and early 
16th centuries and remained well repaired until the mid 16th century. However, 
by the end of the 16th century the building appears to have become derelict and 
its condition clearly continued to deteriorate, a process which was exacerbated by 
the removal of stone for buildings in the village and elsewhere. 

o 

4 5 The corner towers are the most prominent features of the building today, and stand 
to approximately 30m height in places. The majority of the connecting ranges have 
collapsed or have been demolished, although significant elements appear to survive. 
Castle Farm appears to occupy much of the area of the castle's middle and outer 
wards which are mentioned in documentary sources, although little or nothing is 
believed to have survived above ground (BHWB 1995, 1-2). 

5 RESULTS 

5.1 A total of 14 archaeological contexts, including deposits, cut features and fills were 
identified and numbered as contexts. 

Area 1 

5.2 Area 1 consisted of a hole for a gatepost on the west side of the concreted road 
leading to Castle Farm from Main Street 

5.3 A total of five archaeological contexts were recognised in Area 1, and numbered 
101 to 105 (see figure 2). The natural subsoil (104) occurred at a depth of 0.58m 
and consisted of a firm dark orange clay with lenses of brown clay. The subsoil 
was overlain by a layer of very compacted angular stones with some orange sand 
(103) which contained a few pieces of very decayed animal bone, probably a 
sheep's nb. This was in turn overlain by a layer of compacted angular stones with 
a light brown sandy silt loam (102), which contained ceramic material clearly of 
19th/20th century date. In the west-facing section of the excavation, context 102 
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enclosed a narrow band of concrete (105). Context 102 was overlain by a shallow 
layer of light brown silty loam (101) forming the turf/topsoil. 

Area 2 

5.4 Area 2 consisted of a hole for a gatepost on the east side of the concreted road 
leading to Castle Farm to Mam Street (see figure 1). 

5.5 A total of two archaeological contexts were recognised in Area 2, and numbered 
201 to 202 (see figure 2). A deposit of loose dark brown silty loam containing 
occasional medium rounded stones (202) occurred at a depth of 0 .10m and 
continued beyond the base of the excavation. It was overlain by a shallow layer 
of light brown silty loam (201) forming the turf topsoil. 

Area 3 

5.6 Area 3 consisted of a U-shaped foundation trench on the east side of the 
farmhouse at Castle Farm (see figure 1). A total of seven archaeological contexts 
were recognised, and numbered 301 to 307 (see figure 2). 

5.7 The natural subsoil (307) was encountered at a depth of between 0 .40m and 
0.60m in the north side only of the trench and consisted of a firm dark orange clay 
with lenses of brown clay. At the west end of the north side of the area, the 
subsoil was overlain by a layer of clean black silty clay (306). This was in turn 
overlain by a deposit of lumpy orange brown silty clay (305) with moderate 
inclusions of medium rounded stones and angular brick rubble. Context 305 was 
visible throughout Area 3 and formed the earliest deposit visible in all of the trench 
sections apart from those on the north side. 

5.8 A t the west end of the north side of the area, context 305 was cut by a linear 
feature (304), aligned north-west/south-east and approximately parallel to the east 
wall of the farmhouse The cut had ,a steep slightly concave east side which 
continued below the bottom of the trench. The cut contamed a mixed fill (303) of 
redeposited contexts 305 and 306 with frequent inclusions of large angular red 
brick rubble, which had apparently formed the remains of a dram (Dr R Howarth, 
pers comm). Context 303 was overlain by a layer of angular stone and brick rubble 
(302) which occurred throughout Area 3. This formed the base for a narrow band 
of concrete (301), which was visible only in the south-facing section of the north 
side of the area but which had previously extended across Area 3 to form a yard 
surface. 

DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION 

6.1 The limited extent of the excavations and the nature of the archaeological 
information recovered from them precludes any detailed discussion or interpretation 
of the site. However, some comments relating to the origin and function of the 
deposits, cut and fill can be made. 

6.2 The documentary evidence suggests that Castle Farm appears to occupy much of 
the area of the castle's middle and outer wards and may therefore overlay 
archaeological remains dating from the late 14th century onwards. 

6 3 In Area 1, the only deposit of any archaeological significance was context 103, 
which may have formed an artificial surface laid directly upon the natural subsoil 
(104). It was overlain by context 102, which was probably laid down during the 
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construction of the concreted road, as indicated by the band of concrete (105) it 
enclosed. 

6 4 In Area 2, no deposits of archaeological significance were recognised. The earliest 
context (202) appeared to consist of a well cultivated soil. 

6.5 In Area 3, the only deposit of any archaeological significance was context 306, 
which overlaid the natural subsoil (307) and was the only deposit recognised which 
predated context 305. Context 305 appeared to consist of material dumped from 
an earlier excavation, possibly the construction of the house itself. It was cut by 
a single feature (304), which formed the trench for a brick dram of probable 19th 
century date. The fill of the drain cut (303) was overlain by a layer of rubble (302) 
forming the base of a concrete surface (301), both of which had originally extended 
across the whole of Area 3. 

6 6 In conclusion, no archaeological evidence was uncovered which related to the 
presence of the middle and outer wards of the castle on the site, although a 
possible artificial surface was recognised in Area 1. Area 3 appears to have been 
disturbed to a depth of at least 0 60m by the dumping of material possibly related 
to the construction of the farmhouse, although one deposit was recognised which 
predated this disturbance. It is possible that other archaeological deposits which 
may be of more significance survive at a greater depth. 
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